The cosmological origin of a large-scale gradient in the metallicity of the intra-cluster medium (ICM) discovered by ASCA has been examined.
INTRODUCTION
X-ray observations of galaxy clusters show that. they have a significa.nt amount of hot gas, which are called intra-cluster medium (hereafter ICM). The ICM contains a. large amount of heavy elements, e.g., 0, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe. It has been shown by X-ray observations t'hat the Fe abundance is roughly constant from dynamically-young to dynamically-old clusters. The measurement of the iron mass to optical-luminosity ratio suggests that the metals in the ICM are originated from elliptical galaxies (i\rnaud et al. 1992) . The detection of an overabundance of n-elements with ASC:A suggests that the metals in the ICM might come mainly from Type II SNe Mushotzky et al. 1996) . Thus one of the possible mechanisms for the metal enrichment of the ICM is a wind from proto-galaxies derived by Type II SNe explosion in their early evolutionary phase (hereafter early galactic wind).
In a hierarchical universe, it has been shown that the epoch of galasy formation is earlier than that of cluster formation.
We define the galaxy-formation efficiency tgal in somr region as cgal = Mstarl(Mgas + h/lstar) = MgallK,t. where hf,, is the gas mass, h/l,,,, is the mass of stars, !\fg,,l is the mass of galaxies, and Tot is the total mass in that region. Then the metallicity correlates positively with tgal and reflects it strongly (see Eq. (2)). If the metal enrichment of the ICM complet,rs before the gravitational collapse of the cluster, it is expected that the galaxy-formation efficiency in t.hc prot.ocluster is imprinted as the metallicity of the ICM. The effects of iron sedimentation is negligible (R,ephaeli 1978) , and that of iron diffusion is also negligible (Ezawa et al. 1997) . Therefore the distribution of ttle galaxy-formation efficiency might be preserved and observed as t.hc metallicity distribution in the ICM. We extend the Press-Schechter theory to take into a.ccount the cluster environmental effects on the m;Iss function of the virialized objects and derive an analytic formula to calculate the local gala.xy-formation efficiency in a hierarchical universe.
Then we construct a simple analytic model for the ineta injection 617 and obtain the expected cosmological metallicity distribution in the ICM.
Environmental effects on the galaxy formation efficiency
We assume that the density contrast b(S) := [p(2) -p]/p, 1' inearly extrapolated to the present epoch, is a ra.ndom Gaussian field completely determined by its power spect,rum, where i represents a comoving Lagrangian coordinate.
Then a density field smoothed with a spherically-symmetric window function IV(k; R) is obtained by SR(?) := Jd3kW(k; R)8(i)ei"" = h&1(1(5) with mass A4 N pR3. According to the top-hat spherical model of the gravitational collapse, properties of virialized objects are determined by two pa.rameters: the mass A4 and its formation epoch :. We specify the proto-cluster perturbation centered at 2 supposed to form a cluster at redshift z,l with mass A& by e's,, (2) = 0 and SM,, (5) = c&(2,1), where b,(z) is the critical over density; for an Einstein-de Sitter universe, 6=(i) = 1.686(1 + z). We consider the conditional probability distribution P(6~(r) ) eSbfc,(0) = 0, bag, = h',(z,l)) of S,(Y) = SM(?+ i;? with a mean (S~~]@l,q-l, r) and a variance ~2(M]k&l,q--, r), from which we have derived the conditional mass-distribution function for the virialized objects with Il(;ass M to M + dM at redshift 2, depending on the environmental parameters, i.e. the cluster properties, M,l and ql, and the distance r from the proto-cluster center in Lagrangian space:
Here a"(M), t(r), and Q are defined by 02(A4) = (S&(z)), t(r) = (fi~,,(z)b~(? + ?)), and o = ([<:SIM,, (5)12)/3. Using th is conditional mass-distribution function, we can calculate the local galaxyformation efficiency tgal(r) depending on the cluster-environmental parameters.
Relation between galaxy formation efficiency and metallicity
We assume that the metal enrichment of the ICM completes before the virialization of the cluster. Here we adopt the Type II SNe-driven galactic wind as a mechanism for the metal enrichment of the ICM. For analytical simplicity, several assumptions are made: (i) The early galactic wind occurs at a single characteristic redshift ZGW > z,l. (ii) All galaxies with mass range from A&,, to Mu, eject metals at redshift ZGW. (iii) The mass fractions fl+ = A4$/iM,,, and f,,, = iW$,/M,,, are independent of the galaxy mass A4sal. Here A4s, is the total gas mass which each galaxy contains initially. A4l$ and A4& are the iron mass and the gas mass, respectively, ejected through the early galactic wind. Concerning t,he estimation of f,,, and fFe, we use Salpeter's initial mass function and data of metallicity of Type II SNe ejecta (Nomoto et al.) . Using our model, we obtain f& N 3,33 x lo-" and f,,, N 7.31 x 10P2. Here we assume the following: (iv) All gas converts into stars instantaneously.
(v) Stars are born with mass range from 0.05ma to 40~.
(vi) The gas loss occurs in stars with mass greater than gmo, and the remnant is 1.4ma. (vii) All iron products by Type II SNe are injected into the ICM. The local galaxy-formation efficiency cgal(r) is related to the local iron abundance Z&(r) of the ICM in the following way:
We use a value of Z, = 4.67 x 10e5 for the solar iron abundance (Anders et al. 1989 ). Then we have Zr+/Z@ z 2.5 with cgar = 1. For a background cosmology, we adopt an Einstein-de Sitter universe with the standard biased CDM spectrum (fin = 1, hsu = Ho/50 km s-' Mpc-' = 1: &, = 0.05, and 0s = 0.63). First, we calculate the local galaxy-formation efficiency, averaged over the ensemble of the proto-cluster density perturbations supposed to form a cluster with mass i&l at redshift z,l = 0, by ~a&) = Jz; dM E (M,zGwJM~~,z~J,~) . We consider two cluster masses MC1 = 1.0 x 1014Ma (corresponding to a virial radius of 1.2 Mpc) and 1.0 x lO"M~ (corresponding to a virial radius of 2.7 Mpc), representative of poor and rich clusters, respectively. Then unknown parameters are the lower and the upper mass of the metal injector Ml,, and Mup, respectively, and the redshift ZGW at which the early galactic wind occurs. Since typical mass of the CD galaxy is about 10i3Ma, we set Mup = 1.0 x 1013Mo. Thus two parameters Ml,, and ZGW are left free in our calculation.
Next, we calculate the radial profile of the iron abundance in the ICM assuming that the ICM do not cross each other during the cluster evolution, i.e., that the radial distribution of the local galaxy-formation efficiency +1(r) at redshift ZGw determines that of the iron abundance at redshift z,l = 0. Since the local galaxy-formation efficiency derived by extending the Press-Schechter theory is expressed with the radius in Lagrangian coordinate, we have to transform the Lagrangian coordinate into the Eulerian one. For this purpose, we employ the "universal" CDM profile for the mass profile of the virialized cluster (Navarro, Frenk, and White 1997) and relate the Lagrangian radius with the Eulerian one assuming that the mass contained within each shell does not change with time. We set c = 10 in every case, where c is the concentration parameter of the universal CDM profile. We have calculated the local galaxy-formation efficiency tgal for Ml,, = 1.0 x 10gMo and 1.0 x 10'lMa at redshifts ZGW = 1, 3, and 5. We plot our calculations of iron abundance as a function of Eulerian radius for Ml,, = 1.0 x 101' Ma (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). 
Results and Discussion
The main results are summarized as follows: (1) No significant metallicity gradient can be seen in any case. (2) There are little differences between two clusters especially in cases with Ml,, = 1.0 x lOgMa. (3) In models with Ml,, = 1.0 x lO'rM@, the galaxy formation is more efficient in poor clusters than in rich clusters.
(4) The depression of cgal(r) near the cluster center is found in the result with ZGW = 1. We consider that the result (1) is due to the variation of the proto-cluster perturbation that will virialize at redshift z,~ with mass MC.. For example, a bimodal cluster could not have a high galaxy-formation efficiency near the proto-cluster center in Lagrangian space. As a consequence, the radial profile of tgai averaged over clusters including bimodal ones may become flatter than that averaged over clusters excluding them. The results (2) and (3) indicate that there exists a greater statistical correlation between galaxy and poor-cluster masses than between galaxy and rich-cluster masses and that such correlation is weaker for less massive galaxies, consistent with the result of David and Blumenthal (1992) . Concerning the result (4), the depression of cgai(r) occurs since the matter in the central region of the proto-cluster collapses into halos with mass greater than Mup = 1.0 x 1013Mm at this epoch. These theoretical results should be compared with the radial distribution of observed Fe abundance averaged over an ensemble of the clusters with identical ICM temperature.
Using the ASCA results, Fukazawa (1997) averaged Fe abundances of clusters at various radii within lh;, Mpc separately for XD and non-XD clusters. Non-XD clusters show little Fe-abundance gradient, while XD clusters show the abundance concentration in the cluster center. These results encourage us to construct a model of the local galaxy-formation efficiency for XD-clusters.
We consider the proto:cluster density perturbation that will form a CD galaxy at redshift &-D with mass &&D = 1.0 X 1013&& in the protocluster center and will virialize at redshift ~~1 = 0 with mass M 1 = 1 0 x c . 1015A4 0. We take the redshift 2,~ of the CD-galaxy formation higher than unit,y (Hattori et al. 1997; Arag&-Salamanca et al. 1998 ) and calculate the radial profile of the Fe abundance in the same way as described in Section 3. The results for our canonical model of the Fe abundance for XD clusters are shown in Figs 3 and 4. Theoretical predictions of the metallicity profile for XD clusters show a considerable Fe concentration toward the cluster center, similar to the result for XD clusters by Fukazawa (1997) . as a function of radius, calculated for our model of the XD clusters which virialize at -1~1 = 0 with hfcl = 10'5nft,,. We use A&, = 101' hil,, for a lower mass of the metal injector.
